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イントロ

• 地球型惑星の水進化を理解する為には、
酸素（O）と炭素（C）の宇宙空間への流出
を明らかにすべし
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MAVENによる火星大気流出観測

• 現在の酸素（O）の流出率を測定。過去に外挿。
• O の流出は、H2O から？ CO2 から？ 3

(Chaffin et al., 2017; Halekas, 2017; Heavens et al., 2018).
If the loss rate of H is tied to the atmospheric dustiness, then the

amount lost in a year is tied to the seasonal cycle of airborne dust. The
seasonal dust behavior displays significant interannual variability (e.g.,
Zurek et al., 1992). Plus, the dust content and the water content of the
atmosphere both are expected to vary with the obliquity of the planet,
which varies on 105- and 106-year timescales (Jakosky et al., 1995).
Thus, the loss rate definitely is not expected to have been constant with
time and may vary significantly from year to year.

2.3. Oxygen ion loss

Ion loss occurs via the acceleration of ions in an electric field. The
electric field can be generated around Mars by many different pro-
cesses, including the moving magnetic field of the impinging solar wind
(Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991), plasma pressure gradients in the iono-
sphere (Collinson et al., 2015), plasma flow shear near the strong

crustal magnetic fields (Dubinin et al., 2008), movement of ions and
electrons around the magnetic field in magnetic cusp regions
(Ergun et al., 2016), or acceleration by magnetic tension forces asso-
ciated with the draping of the external fields around the Mars “ob-
stacle” to the solar wind, and with magnetic reconnection involving the
crustal magnetic fields (e.g., Ma et al., 2017). These processes may start
as deep down as the lower ionosphere (Ergun et al., 2016; Riousset
et al., 2013, 2014).

MAVEN measures the composition and velocity of ions, using the
STATIC instrument (McFadden et al., 2015). Although measurements
can be made throughout the orbit, there is risk of counting ions twice
depending on the exact path that they follow. To avoid this risk,
Brain et al. (2015) tabulated the ion flow only when the spacecraft
passes through an imaginary spherical shell surrounding Mars and
having a radius centered on 1.35 RM. The spacecraft passes through this
shell twice per orbit, once inbound and once outbound, and the risk of
double counting or incomplete counting then is minimal. Over the
course of the mission, the spacecraft precession causes the measured
locations to sweep through all latitudes smaller than the orbit inclina-
tion (between ± 74°) and all local times. The measurements have been
sorted by the direction of the solar-wind convection electric field; this
allows us to separate out acceleration directions relative to the or-
ientation of the solar-wind magnetic field, and to identify different
populations of escaping ions (Brain et al., 2015).

Fig. 2 shows the resulting map of escaping ions, as updated by
Brain et al. (2017). The map utilizes so-called MSE coordinates
(Mars–Sun-Electric field), defined such that the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) lies in the x-y plane (with+ y component) and the solar-
wind motional electric field points in the+ z direction. In the spherical
representation of this figure, the IMF direction is in the equatorial plane
(MSE latitude of 0°), and the motional electric field of the solar wind
points toward the pole (MSE latitude of 90°, at the top of the figure).
This map includes ions of all masses (with mass> 9 a.m.u.), with O+

and O2+ being the dominant ions; it includes ion energies between 6 eV

Fig. 1. H column density in the upstream direction, derived from SWIA mea-
surements of penetrating H atoms. Jeans escape loss rates will have a com-
parable seasonal variation. From Halekas (2017).

Table 2
Summary of present-day loss rates and extrapolation through time. (References: L1992=Luhmann et al. (1992);
C2013=Chassefiere et al. (2013); L2017=Lillis et al. (2017).).
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過去42億年間の流出量

CO2からの流出を仮定

H2Oからの流出を仮定

外挿モデルにより~1桁の
不確定性MAVENチームとして大気流出率をまとめた論文

[Jakosky et al., 2018]



MAVENが残した課題：
「O の流出は、H2O から？ CO2 から？」

「結局、H2O はどれだけ流出したの？」

解決策： O, C, H の流出量比を求めれば良い
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O, C, H 流出の概要
• O と C の流出量（弁別機能で比が決定）
– 太陽FUV/EUV放射、太陽風等に
依存

– O, C の流出率、特に過去は？
→ Q1

• H の流出量（下層からの輸送量で決定）
– 太陽可視放射（気温）、大気圧、
自転傾斜角、ダスト等に依存

– 長期的にみると、H の流出量は従
属的に決まる？ → Q2
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Q1: O, C の流出率、特に過去は？
• MAVEN後の課題「O, C, H の流出量比を求める」
– 過去の探査では O, H の観測が主
– 理論予測によると、C の流出率は、O より1桁程度小さい
– 歴史の初期では、C の流出率は、O より高くなるという予測
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Figure 7. Energy distribution functions at the corresponding exobases for (a) hot O and (b) hot C. Shown are the most
important reactions for each of the EUV cases.

loss rates than in Gröller et al. [2014]. The main difference comes from the use of the SUMER quiet Sun solar
flux. We take these measurements, because they have a very high resolution. Also, since we do not know the
activity of the Sun in earlier times, we decided to take the high resolved flux of the quiet Sun conditions for
today and for higher EUV fluxes (i.e., earlier times).

Table 3. Loss Rates of Hot Oxygen and Hot Carbon Atoms

Loss Rate (s−1)

1 EUV 3 EUV 10 EUV 20 EUV

Hot O

CO + h! → C + O 9.6 × 1021 1.1 × 1023 1.4 × 1024 3.9 × 1026

O+
2 + e → O + O 4.8 × 1025 1.9 × 1026 3.4 × 1026 1.1 × 1026

CO+ + e → C + O 6.6 × 1020 3.0 × 1023 1.4 × 1025 1.1 × 1026

CO+
2 + e → CO + O 1.1 × 1025 1.2 × 1025 9.8 × 1024 5.4 × 1023

O+
2 + C → CO+ + O 4.7 × 1022 2.7 × 1024 1.7 × 1025 2.3 × 1024

Total 5.9 × 1025 2.1 × 1026 3.8 × 1026 6.1 × 1026

Hot C

CO + h! → O + C 9.3 × 1024 5.1 × 1025 1.3 × 1026 6.3 × 1026

CO+ + e → O + C 1.0 × 1023 5.0 × 1024 9.6 × 1025 2.3 × 1026

CO+
2 + e → O2 + C 1.3 × 1023 1.2 × 1023 8.1 × 1022 9.3 × 1020

Total 9.5 × 1024 5.6 × 1025 2.3 × 1026 8.6 × 1026

AMERSTORFER ET AL. EVOLUTION OF MARS’S CO2 ATMOSPHERE 1331

現在 約40億年前

O と C の非熱的散逸率
[Amerstorfer et al., 2017]



Q1: O, C の流出率、特に過去は？

• 約40億年前には、Slow Hydro-
dynamic Escape（熱的散逸）が
発生

• C の流出率は O よりも高い

– 1000万年で C 消失、O2 大気に？
→ Yagi et al. [2日目夕]

– 月付近まで大気膨張？
→ K. Terada et al. [2日目夕]
（フォボスの起源に制約）
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4.1 Ga (dashed curve in Figure 4) and could have reached
1012 cm!2 s!1 at 4.5 Ga. The corresponding timescales
required to lose 1 bar of CO2 from Mars (3.7 " 1043 carbon
atoms) are 10 and 1 Myrs respectively. Hence, these dense
atmospheres could not have been maintained during the
early Noachian unless the loss of CO2 was balanced by
rapid rates of volcanic outgassing.
[10] We estimate CO2 outgassing rates on Mars during

the early Noachian in the following manner: At present,
both Earth and Venus have about 100 bar of CO2 at their
surfaces. On Venus, it is in the atmosphere; on Earth, it is
mostly in carbonate rocks. 100 bar of CO2 on the Earth is
#7 " 1045 molecules. Mars has about 1/10th of Earth’s
mass, 1/5th of Earth’s surface area, and 40% of Earth’s
gravity. Hence, if Mars was formed from the same material
as Earth, its total CO2 reservoir could have been as much as
7.5 " 1044 molecules, or 20 bars. This is consistent with the
estimate based on geomorphology [Carr, 1986]. Consider-
ing that Mars formed farther from the Sun than the Earth
and thus could contain materials with volatile content 2"
richer than Earth, a maximum 40-bar (1.5 " 1045 mole-
cules) total CO2 inventory is possible. If most of Mars’ CO2

were emplaced in its atmosphere at 4.5 Ga, immediately
following the planet’s formation, the entire inventory could
have been lost within 40 Myrs.
[11] Alternatively, Mars could have released CO2 gradu-

ally and thus avoided the initial fast volatile loss episode. It
is estimated that #1.5 bar of CO2 was released volcanically
through the formation of the Tharsis bulge during the late
Noachian [Phillips et al., 2001]. This estimate is based on
the assumption that the CO2 content in the Tharsis magmas
is the same as that of Hawaiian basalts. If Martian magma
contains more volatiles, 3 bar of CO2 could have been
released by the Tharsis system. If we assume that the
outgassing rate decayed exponentially from 4.56 billion
years ago and use 40 bars as the total CO2 inventory and

3 bars as the Tharsis CO2 inventory, the upper solid line in
Figure 4 is obtained. The lower solid line in Figure 4 is for
20 bars as the total CO2 inventory and 1.5 bars as the
Tharsis CO2 inventory. For purposes of comparison, the
dot-dashed line marks the CO2 outgassing rate for present
Earth [Sleep and Zahnle, 2001]. By these estimates, this is
roughly equal to the Martian outgassing rate at #4 Ga.
Using these assumptions of the outgassing history, carbon
loss rate from Mars was greater than the CO2 outgassing
rate throughout the early Noachian - a dense early Noachian
Martian atmosphere could not have been formed. Outgas-
sing of CO2 might have been episodic instead of continu-
ous. Nevertheless, considering the short time scale (1#10
Myrs for 1 bar CO2) for carbon to escape from early Mars,
the total time during which a dense CO2 atmosphere could
have been maintained prior to 4.1 Ga should have been
brief.
[12] Because of Mars’ weak gravity, the planet could also

have lost significant atmosphere through impact erosion
[Melosh and Vickery, 1989], which could have further
reduced the total CO2 inventory. This only strengthens our
conclusion that Mars could not have sustained a dense CO2

atmosphere for time scale of #10 Myrs, and thus was
initially cold. (With few greenhouse gases present, the

Figure 3. The calculated upper atmospheric structure of
early Mars: (left) neutral temperature profiles and (right)
number density profiles. Blue, green, and red colors
represent different solar EUV energy flux levels. Curve
styles represent different atmospheric pressures. The black
curves in Figure 3 (right) are the number density profile of
CO2 (dashed), atomic carbon (solid), and atomic oxygen
(dotted) in Case 3.

Figure 4. Comparison between atmospheric escape and
outgassing on early Mars. The dashed curve represents the
thermal escape flux of atomic carbon from a CO2-
dominated atmosphere. The triangles represent the thermal
escape fluxes of carbon from an atmosphere with an H2

mixing ratio of (3–5) " 10!4 and with associated H escape
fluxes of the order of 1010 cm!2 s!1. The two solid lines
represent possible CO2 volcanic outgassing fluxes on early
Mars. The dash-dotted horizontal line marks CO2 outgassing
flux (6" 1012 moles per year, or 2.3" 1010 cm!2 s!1) on the
present Earth. The dotted curve represents 10% of the
energy-limited escape flux of carbon, Flim = eFEUV

4Egrav
, where

FEUV is11.04 the solar EUV energy flux (ergs cm!2 s!1),
Egrav = GMm/r (ergs) is the potential energy of one single
escaping particle, e includes both the heating efficiency (the
conversion factor between the absorbed solar EUV energy
and the thermal energy, <1) and the altitude variation of
energy absorption (>1). Here, e is set to be unity. The factor
of 4 accounts for the difference between the solar energy
absorption area and the surface area of the planet.

L02205 TIAN ET AL.: CARBON ESCAPE FROM EARLY MARS L02205

3 of 5

約40億年前
（20 EUV）の
火星超高層
大気モデル

C
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[Tian et al., 2009]



Q1: 何を測るべきか

• 酸素・炭素関連分子。但し、CO+ と N2
+ は質量が近接、

高質量分解能計測

• 流出率のCME/CIR応答、EUV依存
→ 過去の流出率の理解へ [Seki et al., 本日午後] 9

低高度から200 km以上
への輸送も理解途上。電
場？磁気張力？波動？

[Nakagawa, Yoshida et 
al., 2日目夕]

data that were collected on both duskside and dawnside of the ionosphere and over awide range of latitudes and
solar activities (solar wind conditions and extreme ultraviolet irradiation). These averaged density profiles reveal
that below 300 km, O2

+ is the dominant ion in the ionosphere. Above this altitude, O+ becomes comparably abun-
dant. CO2

+ is the second most abundant ion below 220km (at 150 km, 14% of the total ion density is from CO2
+),

and its density decreases rapidly with altitude. One should note that above 270km, all ions tend to converge to
the same scale height. This behavior is due to the large gradient in plasma temperature at high altitude [Fox and
Weber, 2012; Fox, 2015]. The total ion density is dictated by the vertical distribution of the two dominant ions, O+

and O2
+. Based on our current calibration (see supporting information), the highest value for the average total ion

density at SZA=60° was 2.4×104 cm!3 with a combined standard deviation from averaging of 3.8×103 cm!3.
This value is reached at 160 km. A comparable average total ion density value was also measured at SZA=45°
(2.1×104 cm!3 at 160 km with a combined standard deviation from averaging of 2.8×103 cm!3), which is
about half of what was measured by the Viking 1 and 2 landers [Hanson et al., 1977] for similar SZA and altitude
(5.6×104 cm-3 and 4.3×104 cm-3, respectively), but lower solar activity (Viking measurements were made at the
deep solar minimum F10.7 = 27 on Mars). A thorough comparison of the NGIMS density profiles for O+, O2

+,
and CO2

+ with those from Viking 1 and 2, and from several models, is provided byWithers et al. [2015].

Additionally, the NGIMS measurements confirm the presence of all the protonated ions previously modeled by
Krasnopolsky [2002],Matta et al. [2013], and Fox [2015]. While the expected densities for protonated ions varied
between models, the NGIMS measurements reveal the presence of HNO+ with a substantially higher density
than previously predicted (400 cm!3 at 150 km), which makes it the third most abundant ion at 150 km, well
above HCO+. HCO+ is the terminal ion for most protonated ion species and thus was expected to be the most
abundant. Themodel of Fox [2015] predicted HNO+ to be present at trace levels (<0.03 cm!3) in the ionosphere
making its detection at high abundance surprising. Similarly, HO2

+ is detected at much higher levels than
expected by Fox [2015]. At 150 km, HO2

+ is comparable in density to OCOH+. Additionally, the detection of
H2O

+ and H3O
+ with peak densities of 10 and 5 cm!3, respectively, is surprising and provides strong indications

of the presence of H2O in the thermosphere. A more detailed analysis of the implications of the presence of
H2O

+, OH+, and H3O
+ is provided by Fox et al. [2015].

3. Primary Ion Peak

Several studies showed that the altitude at which the primary ion density peak (often labeled F1 or M2 by
various sources in the literature; it will be denoted M2 in this paper) occurs varies with SZA, planetocentric

Figure 2. Altitude profiles of the averaged density of ionospheric ions measured by NGIMS at SZA = 60° at altitudes
between 150 and 500 km. Other measured isotopes such as 36Ar+, 38Ar+, and 18OO+ are not depicted on this plot. The
vertical profile of the total ion density Ni is plotted in black.

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL066146

BENNA ET AL. NGIMS OBSERVATIONS OF MARS’ IONOSPHERE 3

MAVEN/NGIMS観測 [Benna et al., 2015]



Q2: 水素（H）の流出量は
従属的に決まる？
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長期的にみると（>104-107年）、
O 流出率： H 流出率が 1:2 にな
るように、H 流出率が自己調整

酸素が失われた分しか、水は
流出しない（水素は独立に大量
に流出できない）

初期の「暴走温室→海消失シ
ナリオ」は起こりにくい？

実証は、季節変化、11年変化、
将来の系外惑星大気観測で？

[Koyama et al., 2日目夕]

Futaana et al. [次講演] も関係



水流出・進化：寺田の想像
• 火星や金星の水は、少量しか流出していない筈
（主に CO2が流出、H2O は地下に埋蔵）。
過去に炭素が流出することで、水を守った？
→ 浅部地下氷探査 by MACO
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同位体比計測
• 大気進化の歴史を紐解く上で、同位体比は重要
• MMXの高高度観測で先鞭をつけた後、超高層での
同位体比高度変化の観測および大気サンプルリ
ターンを狙っていく

• 並行して、固体部との相互
作用による同位体比変化
の最新の理解も組み込ん
でいく
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Monte Carlo energy distribution calculations, and do not represent
significant figures, which are limited to about two. The second and
third columns in Table 3 show the escape fractions for each 16O
atom produced in the DR of 32Oþ2 , which, theoretically, should be
equal. The differences that appear mostly in the third decimal
place reflect the stochastic nature of the calculation. The distribu-
tion of energies of the two 16O atoms produced in DR of 32Oþ2 at a
given altitude are added together to yield the total energy distribu-
tion at that altitude. Columns four and five show the fraction of 18O
and 16O produced with energies greater than the escape energies in
DR of 34Oþ2 . Again, although we give the fractions to four decimal
places, the true number of significant figures is expected to be
about 2. The fractions of 16O atoms produced in DR of 34Oþ2 that have
energies greater than the escape energy are shown in column 5 only
to illustrate the effect of the larger energy taken up by the 16O atom in
DR of 34Oþ2 due to its lighter mass, and are not used in the calcula-
tions. The fractions in columns 2, 3 and 4 are for illustrative purposes,
and are used only in the exobase approximation. For the Monte Carlo
escape calculations, the full energy dependent distributions of 16O
and 18O from 1.8 to 6.27 eV at each altitude are used.

6. The Monte Carlo escape calculation

We compute the escape probability of 16O and 18O atoms as
functions of altitude and energy for two types of models: the exo-
base approximation, and those in which we employ a 1-D Monte
Carlo escape code in which the energetic atoms are followed in
space as they lose energy from collision to collision in spherical
geometry until their energies drop below the escape energy or

their altitudes exceed 700 km. In Paper I, we tested the effects of
alternatives to the latter altitude. The Monte Carlo escape calcula-
tion is fully described in Paper I, where the choices of production
and escape altitudes, energy ranges, and grid sizes are also
justified.

In determining the escape probabilities with the Monte Carlo
escape code, we make two different assumptions about the distri-
bution of angles through which the energetic O atoms are scattered
in collisions with the species in the background atmosphere in the
center-of-mass frame. First, we assume that the differential scat-
tering is isotropic (the isotropic model), and then we assume that
it is strongly forward peaked (the forward scattering model). For
the latter model we adopt the relative values of the differential
cross sections for 3 eV O–O scattering in the center-of-mass frame
computed by Kharchenko et al. (2000) for all species pairs. We then
predict the probabilities for escape of O atoms as a function of en-
ergy from 1.8 to 6.27 eV on a 0.03 eV grid, for altitudes from 130 to
350 km on a 1 km grid for low solar activity, and from 130 to
400 km on a 1 km grid for high solar activity. Note that, although
the initial altitudes, energies and angles are binned, after the first
collision, these characteristics of the energetic O atoms are not bin-
ned. They are allowed to take on any value within the range of
these variables.

The escape probabilities of 16O and 18O as a function of initial en-
ergy for several production altitudes are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for
the low and high solar activity models, respectively. Although the
highest altitude of production shown in these figures is 400 km,
the Oþ2 DR rates at these altitudes are very small. In each figure,
the left and right panels illustrate the results for the isotropic and

Fig. 4. Examples of nascent energy spectra of 16O (solid curves) and 18O (dotted curves) for the low solar activity (low SA) model at four altitudes: 150, 200, 250 and 300 km.
The panels are labeled by the altitudes. Also shown as vertical solid and dotted lines are the escape energies of 16O and 18O, respectively.

182 J.L. Fox, A. Hać / Icarus 208 (2010) 176–191

[Fox and Hac, 2010]



まとめ
• これまでの大気散逸探査では、酸素（O）と水素（H）
の流出に注目してきた

• 水進化を理解する為には、酸素（O）と炭素（C）とその
関連分子の流出、そしてその歴史も明らかにすべし

– O, C 流出のCME応答、EUV依存（MMX、MACO）
– 熱圏→電離圏へのCO+, CO2

+等供給（MACO(?)）
– 初期の大気膨張（系外惑星紫外観測、タイタン探査(?)）
– H 流出の自己調整機能（火星・金星の季節〜11年変化観
測、将来の系外惑星大気観測）

– 浅部地下氷探査（MACO）
– 同位体比（MMX、将来の大気観測・サンプルリターン）
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